In recent years, depth images are popular research in image processing, especially in clustering field. The depth image can capture by depth cameras such as Kinect, Intel Real Sense, Leap Motion, and etc. Many objects and methods can be implemented in clustering field and issues. One of popular object is human hand since has many functions and important parts of human body for daily routines. Besides, the clustering method has been developed for any goal and even combine with another method. One of clustering method is Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) which automatic clustering method consists of minimum points and epsilon. Define the epsilon in DBSCAN is important thing since the result depends on those. We want to look for the best epsilon for clustering human hand in the depth images. We selected the epsilon from 5 until 100 for getting the best clustering results. Moreover, those epsilons will be testing in three distance to get accurate results.
Introduction
The hand is required for daily routines and many activities need a hand moving from one to another position such as drinking water, eating, and combing hair so these activities can be called the configuration-to-configuration movements [1] . Today, the immediate input device is using hand and it is the most important and easiest gesture and possibly the most perceptive interface for choice [2] . The human hand is part of human body very complex system and has function for communication and interaction [3] . The result of human hand part including gesture [4] [5] , fingerprint, motion, sign language, and pose. Many research is using hand in any issues and fields for reaching a goal without notice to its different which right and left hand. These issues can be found in development human-robot for specific activities such as dancing and cooking robot. The implementation of human-robot is using human hand gesture segmentation which the hand gestures in RGB-depth (RGB-D) images took by Kinect [6] . The meaning of pixels in Kinect depth images is the distance from the consistent object to the imaging flat of the Kinect camera [7] . Microsoft Kinect sensor has been widely used in many applications from early launch. At last, Microsoft launching the new version of Kinect which is improved the early version. Kinect version 2 much improved the depth measurement accuracy than Kinect version 1. As a result, Kinect version 2 has better quality in capturing depth images [8] .
Clustering is an unsupervised arrangement technique generally utilized for grouping of remote detecting image [9] . The typical density-based clustering method is Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) which is capable to find clusters in various size or form and classify outliers precisely [10] . Commonly, DBSCAN is used in big data clustering and modified by K-Means algorithm so that get the better result since has increased accuracy in every iteration [11] . From those benefit, we propose the DBSCAN method for clustering human hand in-depth images. Our contribution including implementation and analysis of DBSCAN method, capture human hand by using depth camera (i.e. Kinect) and get the best clustering results.
Related Work
Our goal is getting the best result from one of the clustering methods since can clustering data precisely and accurately. Besides, Kinect is a popular depth camera and many research discuss its.
Kinect
The Microsoft Kinect is minimal price sensor that relates many components which consist of traditional RGB camera, a depth sensor including an infrared (IR) camera and projector, a microphone, and built-in motor [12] . One of implementation of Kinect camera is using in detection system [7] and the object is obstacles. It has benefit in the dark place since depth image is produced by infrared camera, so it's tough to illumination and complex scene. Besides, the study about Kinect already proposed and have several important testing including accuracy distribution, depth resolution, depth entropy, edge noise, and structural noise [8] . Those research is verifying that Kinect has many functions, contribution and simulation [3] than another depth camera. Depth sensor of Kinect was successfully applied in breathing and heart rate analysis which get best accuracy especially during various kind of breathing [13] . Moreover, RGB-depth can be applied into human hand gesture for human-robot interaction that improving NAO robot's performance of considerating and explanation [6] . The type of sensor inside Kinect including RGB, depth, and infrared. The description of three sensors can be shown in Figure 1 . 
Clustering
Clustering is a procedure of learning by interpretations and also an unsupervised method which without need training the dataset to produce a model. It is can manage to find of formerly unknown clusters within the data [14] . Moreover, clustering is an unsupervised description of shape development consists of experiments from dataset, data items or feature vector into set which may form clusters. Although, many clustering methods In many conditions, it issues usually being lectured by research academic in various field of study [15] . The amount of user-defined variables in density-based clustering is very great which DBSCAN there are two input parameters and has an important result on the feature of output [16] . The define two parameters epsilon and minimum points are very significant and even sometimes complex to the efficiency of clustering for the decreased set [17] . DBSCAN has successful in location prediction which the results show good deep source of water that used in the water care plant and getting the optimal cluster [18] .
Research Method
In this part, we will explain two parts of our work. First, about our implementation in the Kinect consist of capture human hand, setting depth scale and testing the tool using Unity tool. Second, about DBSCAN algorithm and how to DBSCAN can clustering human hand which one right and left hand.
Kinect Implementation
We are using depth camera inside Kinect for capture human hand so that another sensor will hide (i.e. infrared and RGB). Several benefits using depth including not depend into light and depending on the depth scale since we can be setting it's by ourself. Our goal is to capture the human hand and make visible another human body so that we set our Kinect in the depth of 0.1 floats. And also, we are using Unity tool for testing our camera and for developing our work. So, it clear that inside Kinect haven't library or script about DBSCAN method since Kinect just capture our hand and results. Moreover, we must adjust the size of our work by defining width and height screen inside Kinect. The results of our depth image can be shown in Figure 2 . = √∑( − ) 2 , = 1,2, … , (1) x and y are denoting as a position of hand point in the Kinect. We are defining epsilon from 5 until 100 and minimum point is zero. Actually, all epsilon will be getting same results but we are selecting the best epsilon which can clustering human hand both right and left hand exactly as match as our distance. Next, each epsilon will be checked which can produce two clusters. Not only epsilon will be checked but also minimum point since in our work define zero so it no need. Then, each cluster is calculated each median so we have median 1 and median 2. The last, each median will be labeled in our system. The block diagram of DBSCAN can be shown in Figure 3 .
Results and Analysis
Evaluation including epsilon value evaluation in DBSCAN for clustering hand. In epsilon value in DBSCAN evaluation measure for evaluating the position of median 1 or median 2 matches by position or not. Means of position is the position of median 1 or median 2 matches in middle hand or not and so the condition of median 1 or median 2 stables in each frame of performance. Three conditions of the distance can be shown and Figure 4 and the goal is to look for the best epsilon for three distance. Distance is the distance between median 1 and median 2 which both contains x, y, z value so we must use Euclidian distance to get the distance. In this research, we are looking for the best epsilon that stables in three conditions of distance. The epsilon we begin from 5 until 100 and each epsilon contains three distance and two medians for testing case. The result of the epsilon value in DBSCAN can be shown in Table 1 . There are three categories in each epsilon for search the best epsilon. The best epsilon means can different three categories distance. First is a distance with a value between 50 and 100 cm, it denoted "distance 1" in Table 1 . Second, the distance by value 100 and 200, it denoted " distance 2" and the last is distance by a value more than 200, it denoted " distance 3" in Table 1 . From the result in Table 1 , there is 20 kind of epsilons and each epsilon has three conditions which depend on the distance between right and left human hand. Median of two hands can appear in middle or center of each hand as Figure 4 .
We can see in Table 1 , median 1 have true at epsilon 15 but median 2 if false. Moreover, at epsilon 25 and 30 that both median 1 and 2 have true results. Median 2 many have values false than median 1 in the epsilon 1 result because of the distance of two hands so near. It means higher epsilon results so will more difficult to recognize. The number of false is higher than true results in the epsilon 1 results which count of false is 17 contains median 1 and median 2.
We can see in Figure 5 , our results get zero accuracies in epsilon 5 and 10, which it can't cluster human hand. Then, we are reaching 50% in epsilon 15 and decrease to 33% in epsilon 20. The optimal results got when epsilon 25, which the accuracy reaches 100%. Next, the accuracy is static in epsilon 30 until 100 by accuracy 67%. The comparison of our work with another clustering method can be shown in [4] , which the optimal accuracy by using K-means method reaches about 80 % and using SVM method reaches about 93.5%. Moreover, hybrid between K-Means and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) can reaches accuracy 86% [19] . In other hand, it is proved that DBSCAN method better than another method depending on the two-parameter including epsilon and minimum points.
Fig. 5. Accuracy results in each epsilon

Conclusion
There is a sensor in the Kinect version 2 including NIR, Skeleton and depth sensor. Especially, in the newest version the depth sensor improvement result from the previous version. Moreover, the depth sensor is most popular in any field because of it more sensitive and effective than another sensor in the Kinect. We combine the depth sensor and DBSCAN method for clustering the left and right human hand. The DBSCAN can be a clustering of left and right hand at the epsilon value 25 because three conditions can work properly than another. Three conditions are the distance between the left and right hand. In the first distance, 50 -100 cm, the epsilon value less than 25 0% 0% 50% 33% 100% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120% 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95100 Accuracy Epsilon and more than 30 cannot cluster the object. Second distance 100 -200 cm, the epsilon more than 25 will be correct than less than 25. The last distance more than 200 cm, the epsilon more than 25 will be correct. It means DBSCAN can be clustered correctly by the big epsilon value and for small epsilon value, it will difficult. For future work, we want to develop this system into recognition system or another research in humancomputer interaction field. In another hand, we can change another method for clustering or classification for a different human hand.
